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3D Infotech’s Streamline process control software is the soul of
Universal Metrology Automation®. It allows you to easily setup
new automated inspection jobs with a variety of robot and
scanner brands. A touchscreen user interface provides a
friendly solution which is secure and permission based.

Common operations include:
Teach a new automated inspection sequence for a product
Edit robot paths or scanner settings
Run an automation inspection cycle
Stream results to enterprise systems
View current progress in real-time remotely
Communicate with Programmable Logic Control (PLC)
and other devices

Delivering Value
Streamline enables rapid deployment of metrology
automation projects. By providing a simple workflow and user
interface, customers can quickly setup inspection templates.
Once measurement results have been processed, reports and
other traceability data can be seamlessly delivered to
enterprise data management systems.
Multipart variability can be tracked using SPC to improve
production processes, reduce failure and increase
repeatability.

Rapid Deployment
Typical automation projects require intensive custom
development and many months to get them ready for
production. If changes are required, you need to rehire
contractors adding delays and costs. Streamline adds agility
and flexibility to your automation projects by providing a
solution platform. Simply configure your hardware in
Streamline and be up and running in hours! Changes to
routines can be made instantly.

Collaborative Teaching
Streamline provides an interactive platform between the robot
and the operator. Simply position the robot to a desired
scanning location and preview the scans. Adjust scanner
settings and record. Use rotary stage for greater efficiency.

Inspection Templates
Create inspection templates and measurement programs at
your desk while your automated metrology system inspects
parts.

Reporting
Streamline software allows you to create inspection ready data
for analysis automatically in PolyWorks software. Reports and
SPC data can be streamed to other systems.

Enterprise Database Integration

Multi-Device
Streamline is the hub that directs all hardware and software. It
was designed to support various brands of devices, giving the
freedom to mix and match the ideal hardware for the job. Free
your projects from propietary solutions that force you to use
everything from a single brand.

Unified Platform
Streamline allows you to have different inspection stations
with very different requirements. From small parts to large
body inspection, your users only need to learn one software
suite for all your inspection requirements.
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Monitor your factory production processes by visualizing key
statistical data on your desktop. Realtime dashboard can be
created to integrate shop floor data into existing PLM and ERP
systems.

Ease of Use
Streamline creates an easy layer of usability that protects the
user from the complexities of robot control software, 3D sensor
software and the inspection software.
Streamline allows you to focus on your work and forget about
the technicalities of the hardware and software that works in
the background.
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